1. **Videos/Photographs**  
   These are approved to be used in course content and judging material if they are videos from USAG Gym Champs or are public media uploads (ex: You Tube). Most of our prior Power Points created should be good to still use and educate.
   
   *If other videos or pictures are used, permissions slips will be needed.*

2. **Virtual NJC Workshop (for the Regional Technical Committee and all International Judges)**  
   This is being planned for the weekend of **Jan 8-10, 2021.** More information will be made available soon. Virtual Regional Judges courses will be scheduled and arranged after this date.

3. **NJC Course Material**  
   Will be similar to last seasons as a refresher course, detailing video judging, rule changes and virtual/hybrid competitions. An online exam will be available after the course is completed.
   
   A local judge’s course will also be made available virtually also.  
   Please contact your Regional Tech for more details.

4. **Upgrades**  
   Any upgrades that are needed will be scheduled with the National Tech or any Regional Tech. Deadline for ‘registration’ for upgrades is due no later than **Dec. 6, 2020.**

5. **Judge’s Q&A Sessions**  
   These will be scheduled soon. More information coming on this.

6. **Inactive Judge’s List**  
   This has been made to accompany our Validated Judges List to make it easier when judges return and also transfer to other regions.
As always Coaches are allowed and encouraged to audit judge’s courses.

7. **Pilot Program for Junior Professional Judges (ages 16-17 for compulsory levels and Blocks competitions only)**
   Will be prepared and presented to the Program Committee as soon as it is available.

Meeting for November is to be announced later.
Holly King
National Technical Committee Chairman